English
Grammar

Year 5 & 6
Summer Term Week 10
Lesson 10

Unit/Lesson focus: the aim of this unit of learning is to revise some of the
aspects of grammar that you will use in your writing and then use these in
context by planning and writing a story linked to Treasure Island.
• To identify and use different aspects of grammar in my writing

Unit Learning Objectives:
L.O.: To identify and use different aspects of grammar in my writing
L.O.: To select the correct grammar for my writing
L.O.: To identify and write in the subjunctive mood
L.O.: To select a variety of synonyms for description
L.O.: To use speech to help describe a character
L.O.: To identify and write in the passive voice
L.O.: To use a range of sentence types for interest in my writing
L.O.: To plan and write a narrative based on a pirate story
L.O.: To research, plan and write an information text

Lesson 10
L.O.: To present facts as an information text
• I can present facts as an information text using headings, subheadings and bullet points to structure the writing
• I can also present facts as an information text selecting
appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structures
• I can even present facts effectively by selecting an appropriate
structure for an information text

Here is the definition:

A letter or group of letters added at the end of a word to
make a new word or change its meaning

The word is:
?

Here is the definition:

A letter or group of letters added at the end of a word to
make a new word or change its meaning

The word is:
Suffix

Vocabulary focus:

suffix

A suffix is a letter or group of letters added at the end of
a word to make a new word.
A suffix can show if a word is a noun, an adjective, an
adverb or a verb.

A suffix can show if a word is a noun, an adjective, an adverb or a
verb.

Example sentences
Adding ‘ing’ can change a noun into a verb.
Garden becomes gardening.
I am going to sit in the garden.
I am going to do some gardening.

A suffix can show if a word is a noun, an adjective, an adverb or a
verb.

Example sentences
Adding a suffix to a root word may also change the spelling.

suffix -ate, -ise and –ify
Fortune - fortunate
Energy - energise
Electric - electrify

A suffix can show if a word is a noun, an adjective, an adverb or a verb.

Task:
Complete the table by
adding the correct
root word or suffix.

Root word

+-ise

+-ify

+-ate

advert
originate
finalise
affection
real
testify

Improve
pure
maximum
mystery
complicate
clear
economy
beauty

Pirates. Are they real or just the subject of novels
and films, such as Treasure Island and Pirates of the
Caribbean?
Today you are going to present the information that you have researched in
an interesting way as a fact file.
• You will have seen as you carried out your research, that different websites
and books present their information in different ways.
• Which books or webpages engaged you the most?
Before you write up your information, you will need to decide how to present
your work so that it is engaging and interesting for the reader.
• Will you use text boxes, pictures, headings, subheadings or bullet points?
• How will you set your information out?

How will you set your information out?

You can use one of these templates.
Of course, you may have your own ideas.

Task: present facts as an information sheet
1. Use your notes from yesterday and an outline of your choice. Plan out where each section
of information is going to be placed on your layout.
2. Write up your facts: complete a first draft, make any amendments (spelling, grammar,
punctuation, layout) and then create a final version for publishing
Mild: Present your information as a fact file, using headings, subheadings and bullet points to
make your work engaging.
Medium: Present your information as a fact file. Use a range of headings, subheadings, bullet
points and vocabulary to make your work engaging.
Hot: Present your information as a fact file. Use a range of headings, subheadings, bullet
points and vocabulary to make your work engaging. Think carefully about the layout and
structure that you are going to use.
*You can create your fact file on a computer if you wish.
Remember that your writing should be your own words and the source of any pictures taken
from the internet should be acknowledged.

WAGOLL:

Plenary:
• Check through your work carefully and edit for
spelling, grammar and punctuation errors.
• Is your fact file of a standard ready to be published?
• Would you be happy to share your work with others?

Reflection:

Lesson 10
L.O.: To present facts as an information text
• I can present facts as an information text using headings,
sub-headings and bullet points to structure the writing
• I can also present facts as an information text selecting
appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structures
• I can even present facts effectively by selecting an
appropriate structure for an information text

A suffix can show if a word is a noun, an adjective, an adverb or a verb.

Answers:
Complete the table by
adding the correct
root word or suffix.

Root word

+-ise

advert

advertise

+-ify

original
final

originate
finalise

affection
real

affectionate
realise

test

improve

testify

improvise

pure
maximum

purify
maximise

mystery

mystify

complication

complicate

clear
economy
beauty

+-ate

clarify
economise
beautify

